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It’s not propaganda to continue asking Tulsi Gabbard
about her record when it comes to Syria/Assad-the-war-
criminal. She put foreign policy at the center of her
campaign, yet still won’t even acknowledge the atrocities
Assad has committed. It’s a legitimate line of questioning.

And it’s fair to bring up Tulsi Gabbard’s unwillingness to acknowledge Assad’s

atrocities, in the context of the Dem debate/Kamala Harris’ record. Doing so (at least

for me) isn’t about distracting from Harris’ record or deflecting criticism; it’s about

Gabbard’s hypocrisy. 1/

If Tulsi Gabbard wants to criticize Kamala Harris for her record on criminal justice

(which is fair game to criticize), then it’s fair to ask why Tulsi won’t condemn Assad’s

record on that *same* issue. It’s not just a random critique — it’s a question about her

authenticity. 2/
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Assad has arbitrarily imprisoned tens of thousands of Syrians and thrown them into a

secret prison system where they‘re tortured, murdered, & never heard from again.

The United Nations said the scale & severity of these secret torture prisons is

tantamount to “extermination.” 3/

13-yr-old Hamza al-Khatib was detained & murdered by Assad’s regime for being at a

rally. When his body was recovered, his jaw & both kneecaps had been smashed; his

neck was broken. His flesh was covered w/ burns from cigarettes & electroshock

devices. His penis had been cut off.

15 year-old Thamer al-Sahri was detained by Assad’s regime, along with Hamza.

When his body was recovered, it was riddled with bullet holes. He was missing an eye

and several teeth, and his neck and leg were broken. A large part of his lower face was

just a gaping hole.
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• • •

"The pace of new arrests, torture & execution is increasing. The numbers peaked in

the conflict’s bloodiest early years, but last year the Syrian Network recorded 5,607

new [arbitrary] arrests — more than 100 per week & nearly 25% more than the yr

before."

Inside Syria’s Secret Torture Prisons: How Bashar al-Assad Crushed D…
Hundreds of thousands of Syrians have been locked away in filthy prisons where
thousands were tortured to death — and the pace of arrests and executions is
accelerating.

https://nyti.ms/2HbjI8K

These are heinous, unconscionable war crimes. If Tulsi Gabbard is willing to go after

Kamala Harris’ record on criminal justice, why won’t she go after Assad the same

way? If she cares about justice, why doesn’t she care about justice for Syrians? It’s not

unfair to ask.

Tulsi said today she wouldn’t apologize for her 2017 trip to Syria to visit Assad

because she says it was in the interest of US national security and “ending regime

wars.” This is BS. It was a trip facilitated by the Assad regime, to meet with regime-

approved groups and people.

For Tulsi Gabbard, even signing a resolution to condemn the Assad regime & its allies

for committing war crimes & crimes against humanity was off-limits because, in her

words, it was a “war bill.” 

 

So yes, if she wants to talk criminal justice, it’s fair to ask her about this.
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